ProGloss composite roll covers are specially engineered using the latest composite technology to deliver the industry-leading combination of wear resistance, impact resistance and durability while generating superior gloss for all calender applications. ProGloss also maintains the best-in-class ductility of Xerium’s roll cover options.

And ProGloss’ newly developed epoxy matrix and filler materials deliver improvements in gloss sustainability, run time and barring resistance while maintaining extreme resistance to damage.
The world’s most advanced calender roll technology for gloss, resiliency and life.

ProGloss Technology

Xerium’s best-in-class ProGloss calender roll technology provides the most ideal performance characteristics for today’s modern and most demanding calenders.

ProGloss is widely known for:
- Superior gloss
- Superior wear resistance
- Superior resistance to damage
- Longer life potential
- Higher profits

And since ProGloss is ideally suited for Xerium’s exclusive SMART® Technology application, you’ll always know exactly how your critical calenders are performing...in real-time!

Contact your Xerium/Stowe Woodward representative today and put ProGloss to work for you!